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ABSTRACT
Since today technology is moving toward smaller size, links in comparison to routers have amazing role in power
dissipation and power consumption. The goal in this paper is to reduce power dissipation and power consumption in
links also reducing noise by introducing a new technique for data encryption. This technique recommends reducing
the number of bits and transmissions in comparison to plain text. Because this function happens in NI and it isn’t
necessary to make changes in the architecture of routers, also you can’t see appreciable reduction in the area.
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INTRODUCTION
Continuous needs for enhancement of bandwidth and communication links are inevitable. Also technology is
moving toward power consumption in links until logic. Therefore portion of power in links are more than portion of
power in routers [1].In addition, once the number of IP’s increase then chip size will increase which it leads length
of path become longer. Therefore we can tell that encoding is a suitable solution for decreasing the power
consumption. Now according to the previous works [2] it is preferred that encoding and decoding happen in NI.
NI will do the encryption the main data flits and the header flits in the router join to the main data flits.
If we want to do the encryption after adding header to main data, in this case each time that data arrive to the
routers must be done the decryption, in order to reach the final destination. So to decrease power dissipation in
middle routers we prefer to don’t the encryption header. Few techniques have been introduced for reducing power
dissipation on links in NoC. Encryption and decryption have extra cost, however it could be covered by reducing
traffic and data transfer rate. Serial links offer less bandwidth in comparison to parallel links also less bandwidth
could have possibility of congestion and speed reduction, but we can decrease the number of send bits with
compression techniques [4].
Quantitative Analysis [1]:
The general model for quantitative determination of energy saving that could be defined by using end-to-end
encryption technique.
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Making formula before considering encoding and decoding within NI:
P(pkt) = Pni + Pr + Plink
(
) = 2( + 1)
+ (ℎ + 1) ℎ + (ℎ + 1)
+ ℎ( + 1)
Prh , Prb: Average power dissipation in router when body and header flits pass from it.
Pni: Average power dissipation in NI.
Plink: Average power dissipation when a flit passes link.
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Pr: Average power dissipation in router.
Making formula after considering encoding and decoding within NI:
′(
)=2
+ 2 ′ + (ℎ + 1) ℎ + (ℎ + 1)
+ ℎ( + 1) ′
P’ni: Power dissipation in NI when encoding and decoding logic is added to NI.
P’link: Power dissipation when an encoded flit passes link.
P(en/de): Power dissipation for encoding and decoding, as a result we could write:
′
=
+ ( / )
Percentage of reduction in power dissipation after using encoder and decoder:
′
(
) − ′(
)
(
)
=
= 1−
(
)
(
)
By analyzing above formulas in paper [1], they concluded what in reduction of power dissipation during encryption
is effective including:
1) Increasing Hop counts
2) Increasing portion of link power in comparison to portion of routers power.
3) Increasing size of packet
That is why data encoding is an appropriate way for decreasing power consumption.
An offer for decreasing size of packet:
Suppose our link is 2 byte (16 bits) which it simultaneously sends data in form four bit four bit and parallel.
Function of each encoder:
From left or right the total data (No Matter), consider 4 bit in mind. Look at the last bit, if it was equal to 1 then send
first 3 bit. If it was 0, consider next bit and if this one was 0 too then send next 2 remaining bit, but if it was 1 then
send all 4 bit. Each one of the links that there is no data on it should become NULL, so it can’t become under the
influence of noise.
Algorithmic Model for Encoder:
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Fig. 1. Offered encoding method
Function of each decoder:
It counts those received data on 4 bit link, if it was more than 3 bit with the same data then it doesn’t change. If it
was equal to 3 bit then decoder adds 1 bit to the last. If it was less than 3 bit then is added 00 to the last 2 bit.
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Algorithmic Model for Decoder:

Counting those data
besides NULL on 4
bit link

<3
>3
Add 00 to the last 2 bit

Don’t do anything

=3
Add 1 to the last of same data

Fig.2. Offered decoding method
It is possible to implement this function either as hardware or to put it in ROM table into encoder and decoder that
searching function happens like associative.
Examples:
Main data
1000 / 0100 / 1101 / 0010
Result of encoding over main data
000 / 0100 / 101 / 10
Result of decoding over encoded data
1000 / 0100 / 1101 / 0010
In this way you can make changes in the packet size which in best case packet length becomes half and in
average case packet length will improve up to 25% and in worst case packet length doesn’t change.
Therefore this method causes reduction of power dissipation and influence of noise without significant changes
in area because encoding and decoding happens in NI not in middle routers. Also this will improve usage of
bandwidth.
Power of wires connected between vicinal switches can be described by following formula [3]:
1
=
2
is capacitor of connected wires and α is average switching activity over wire ( the objective of switching
activity is a defined ratio of number of switched bits 0 → 1 , 1 → 0 over total bits passing through the wires ). is
frequency of clock and
is voltage of power source.
Amount of ,
and
depends on process of technology but amount of switching activity depends on data and
transmissions amongst wires. According to this formula power consumption and switching activity have a direct
relation to each other so we can tell by reducing switching activity we can save the power. Since offered method
reduces the number of bits it is expected the switching activity will become less and as a result power consumption
will become less too.
Conclusion
Links play important role in power dissipation for NoC [5]-[7]. Therefore in this paper by introducing a
cryptography method and data compression it tries to improve power dissipation, increase bandwidth and reduce
influence of noise. This action happens like end-to-end and it is no need to create any changes in the middle routers.
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Only NI includes encoding / decoding logic. However it carries overhead but it isn’t being considered essential
problem in cost and delay. Also this offered cryptography method by reducing packet size reduces portion of power.
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